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Abstract

Introduction: Terminal Sectors

VertiDigi is a vertical view of the flights in a
terminal sector. The view, on a touch sensitive
screen, tries to provide a similar service to controllers
as the current paper Strips do: a tool to input control
clearances naturally, intuitively and at a speed
sufficient to allow the traffic to be efficiently
managed.

Terminal sectors are en-route sectors but mainly
dealing with traffic inbound or outbound from a
major or several major airports. These sectors are the
intermediate buffer between classical en-route sectors
and the final approach. Our study is currently focused
on arrival sectors.
Traffic in terminal sectors is such that no
standard en-route technique is easily transferred. In
an arrival sector, flights typically enter the sector at
high speed and high altitude. The work of controllers
consists in slowing down traffic, initiating and
monitoring the descent, but also sequencing them to
create a "train" of aircraft with regular spacing and a
common speed to avoid catch-ups.

In arrival sectors, an Arrival Manager (AMAN)
is often used. The AMAN delays in minutes can also
be expressed on the vertical view as a moving target
(ball indicating the desired position) for each flight.
The resulting ball train is a novel way of representing
an arrival sequence in a perceptive analog way.
Experiments were conducted with 8 air traffic
controllers from Paris ACC to compare VertiDigi vs.
Strips input times, to assess the acceptability of the
vertical view, and to estimate usability of the ball
train

In the Paris region, an arrival manager (AMAN)
also often requires that aircraft be slowed down to
respect a given time over a metering fix. This is done
in order to account for the capacity of the approach
sectors and of the runways downstream.

The most evident outcome is that input times
are in the same order of magnitude as papers Strips,
and promising to be even shorter with minimal
training.

But the most important characteristic of control
in such sectors is the need to give aircraft several
clearances in the same sentence, especially during
peak or "hub" hour. A typical message is of three
elements: speed reduction, descent to a certain Flight
Level (FL), and direction clearance to the metering
fix. The rhythm of clearances’ delivery on the radio is
such that it was believed that no input system could
ever match the pencil writing on paper Strips.

Meanwhile, the vertical view did not affect the
controllers’ mental view of the traffic.
The ball train, in turn, did not yield better usage,
performance or acceptance than the current AMAN
Human Machine Interface (HMI).

A user centered Design
Keywords

VertiDigi was essentially made to meet these
specific needs, and address them by deliberately
taking the operational point of view as guidance to
the design of a new working environment for
controllers. Thus, having listed the characteristics of

HMI, ATC, Touch Screens, Terminal Sectors,
Arrival Manager
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air traffic control in Terminal Sectors, it appeared that
the most urgent need was to find a very efficient way
of making inputs into a system. We decided to design
the new working environment around this particular
need, not to address it at the end of the design.
Human factors people are often involved in the last
moments of conception, once the major design
choices have been made. It is then too late for them to
radically influence the choices. This generally leaves
little room for improvement: mostly superficial
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) re-vamping. The
HMI is therefore not very user-friendly, and often
does not allow users to operate like they did in the
“natural” environment [2]. To compensate for HMI
caveats, the solution is generally to recommend an
adequate “training” of the operators, and procedures.
This places the burden on the operators’ memory and
responsibility.

a means to access to the flights. The aircraft labels are
made reactive, on mouse clicking, and different fields
open menus to make Flight Level, Heading, Direct or
Speed clearances. Considering the resulting clutter of
information on the radar display, we looked for
another solution: many controllers ask for a clearer
radar image because it is the primary means of
analyzing a traffic situation (experienced controllers
routinely untick the option for speed vectors, for
names of fixes, or any other non-essential display).
On the other hand, we had in mind the
importance of the representation of the Vertical
profile of aircraft. We were concerned that this
element would still be missing on a conventional
input display. We felt that an efficient representation
of the vertical dimension would be very helpful on
terminal sectors. It could be new decision aid tool:
one that would provide a simple representation of the
traffic situation to be manipulated directly [11] rather
than an elaborate processing thereof. The advantage
of this choice will be expanded in the discussion
section. Eventually, we elected to try the use of a
vertical view of the traffic as a primary display to
access to the flights and make input on them. We
thought we could thus integrate both benefits in one
single tool: VertiDigi. The first idea was that the
radar image (as a Head-up display) would be left
intact, as a solid grounds for well established working
habits. We then suggested that a new display would
be provided in the current place of the paper Strips
board (head-down display). And we offered that this
display would represent the same traffic situation as
the radar image, but in the vertical plane. Each
aircraft will, in our case, be represented in distance to
a metering fix (on the x-axis) and in current flight
level (on the y-axis). Last, the screen is touch
sensitive, and each aircraft has a label which is used
to open dedicated menus for clearances, using very
simple
and
robust
gesture
recognition.

Rapid Input as a prime objective
With this in mind, we examined what was then
available as ways to enhance the performance of
input. The issue of replacing paper Strips is not new
[5] and the challenge is high. A review was therefore
made to examine what was the best available solution
for input, and try to build from there. Voice
recognition was put aside because it did not seem
sufficiently reliable for a safety oriented task.
Conventional mouse and screen selection of
clearances seemed insufficient, and from the informal
elements we had, it appeared that wherever such a
way of making inputs was selected, controllers would
accept it but in practice, they would give up entering
all clearances into the system, and focus on the most
important input (typically the Flight Level). We then
considered the work of another team of the CENA,
which had designed a very attractive and convincing
HMI for the replacement of paper Strips: DigiStrips
[1]. It appeared that the use of touch sensitive screens
seemed promising and that, combined with simple
gesture recognition and proper graphical design, it
could yield input times shorter than ever observed
with conventional mouse and clicking HMIs.

A Vertical View to enrich an input means
Another design choice emerged shortly after.
The conventional way of offering an input display to
replace the paper Strips is to reproduce the actual
paper strip board. This was the choice of the earlier
mentioned [1] DigiStrips, but the idea of a list of
flights is also often proposed in most current
modernized Controller Working Position (CWP).
Another common option is to use the radar image as

Figure 1. Principle of the Vertical View
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A Ball Train to improve the AMAN HMI

Experiment on the VertiDigi HMI

Current AMANs generally provide the
controller with a time-line suggesting delays
corresponding to each aircraft. The ATCO is
supposed to slow down aircraft, before they reach the
metering fix, to absorb suggested delays. We elected
to provide a more analog [9][10] image of where the
aircraft should be, still on this new vertical image.
For each aircraft, a target ball was added, on the
vertical view, on a horizontal line corresponding to
the transfer flight level. A line is then drawn between
the actual aircraft and its target. The position of the
target is calculated so that it behaves like a real
aircraft at the same Flight Level, descending to
towards the metering fix, and at a standard delivery
speed, but such that it has no AMAN delay. As a
result, achieving the AMAN objective can now be
made by delivering an aircraft together with its target
ball at the metering fix. Doing so uses natural,
intuitive perceptive skills to evaluate the situation
(visually evaluating distance between an aircraft and
its target).

Objective
Our primary objective was to determine input
times with paper Strips, and compare them to those
observed with the VertiDigi HMI. To the best of our
knowledge, no reference or experiment actually
conducted accurate measurements of the time it
actually takes controllers to make markings on paper
Strips. Even so, as is often the case with air traffic
control, local habits, the type of flights and situations,
traffic complexity, the training of controllers, all
these factors are such that no control center has
similar ways and practices. Therefore, we thought
that it would be difficult to conclude from results in
input time observed in a different context. We
thought that carrying out reference measurements, no
matter how costly it would be, would grant us greater
confidence in our comparisons. We will later show
that this choice eventually permitted to highlight an
unexpected result concerning the type of clearances
made.

Experimental layout
Our focus was on control in Paris ACC, and we
selected real traffic samples from that area. We
conducted the experiments with ATCO from that
center, on arrival sectors they were familiar with. The
controllers were selected with different levels of
experience: from trainee to over 5 years of
qualification on the sectors. The choice of real traffic
samples granted us a great confidence in the realistic
aspect of the experiments. Traffic load had been
assessed with an experienced controller. Aircraft call
signs were actual ones, which enabled them to
realistically take advantage of some very well
established habits and routine procedures (“ah, there
comes Air France XYZ, transverse flight coming
from Strasbourg, I know he will be requesting
descent sometime in the middle of my sector – let me
check if there’s a flight in his way”).
Figure 2. Ball Train (blue lines)

Conducting the Experiment
If the line linking the aircraft to its ball is
vertical, the delay is bound to be absorbed, provided
the aircraft has the proper delivery speed. If the ball is
lagging behind the aircraft, and the link is inclined
frontward, this intuitively indicates that the aircraft
should be slowed down to be caught up by its ball,
and thus pass the metering fix on time.

Each controller underwent a two day
experiment, alone. We chose not to reproduce the
team work (a pair of controllers) in order to keep the
experiment setup as simple as possible. The
controllers had an initial presentation of the interface,
followed by a brief training period (45 minutes).
They then underwent 6 simulations, of 45 minutes’
duration.
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corresponded to the interval between the designation
or selection of an aircraft label and the subsequent
finishing of a clearance input. In practice, some
controllers spontaneously took the habit of selecting
an aircraft first, then speaking on the frequency to the
pseudo-pilot and issuing a clearance, and then, at last,
actually making the input into the system. Although
this habit tended to disappear with time and as they
gained familiarity with the interface, we thought that
such a time would not be representative of an actual
input time, but more of a working habit. For this
reason, we chose not to include in the average times
any input values that were above 10 seconds (roughly
less then 3% of input were discarded). The
corresponding results are given hereunder.

The following conditions were applied (in that
order):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paper Strips–standard AMAN–high traffic
VertiDigi–standard AMAN–normal traffic
VertiDigi–standard AMAN–high traffic
VertiDigi–ball train–normal traffic
VertiDigi–ball train–high traffic
Paper Strips–standard AMAN–normal traffic

In order to prevent any sample specificity effect,
the set of simulations was shifted around for each
controller, so that each sample was played
alternatively in any of the Paper vs. VertiDigi or
Standard AMAN vs. Ball train conditions.
Furthermore, in both traffic condition (normal or high
traffic), the samples were derived from the same real
traffic sample, but the aircraft call signs were shifted,
and times of arrivals of groups of conflicting aircraft
were modified. We believed that this should grant
greater similarity between samples, although we
feared that the controllers would be able to
“recognize” the samples. In practice, they took no
notice of this and made no comment as to the
similarities between samples.
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All simulations were filmed with two cameras,
one capturing the overall experimental setup, and one
digital recorder focused on the VertiDigi interface or
the paper Strips’ board. This latter condition was later
replayed and timed to measure paper Strips input
times. We chose to trigger the timer whenever the
pencil touched the paper, and stopped it as soon as it
left the paper strip. Each input was also tagged to
give its nature (Flight Level, Speed, Direct,
rearranging the Strips). In the case of VertiDigi HMI,
such recordings were automated and logged in a text
file. A computer script enabled us to analyze that data
offline, very rapidly.

The input times are very close (total average
time being 0.37 seconds higher in VertiDigi than in
Paper Strips condition). The breakdown into different
types of input will provide us with more elements.
Again, we here chose to segregate between what is
considered as standard clearances, summarized in the
“Total Clearances” bar, and what can be regarded as
manipulation of the interface rather, summarized in
the “Total Manip” bar. In this latter category, we
included the “shoot”, controllers jargon for the
transfer of a flight to the next sector.

Results

Average Times

The analysis of the results led us to consider two
aspects: first, as we had given the possibility for
labels on the VertiDigi HMI to be moved around, we
found out that this functionality had, in practice, been
used fairly often, and that it matched the
corresponding re-arranging of the paper Strips’ board.
In terms of time consumed, it turned out that moving
labels, even if it addresses more or less the same need
to manipulate the traffic, is less time consuming.
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Considering clearances on VertiDigi, it should
mentioned that the input times recorded
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Paper Strips
VertiDigi

One striking element is the case of absolute
heading clearances. In this case, input times where
noticeably higher. This can be explained easily by the
poor initial design of the interface: whenever such a
clearance was made, the controllers had to scroll
several times to find the proper value for an absolute
heading (“fly heading 270”), given that the menus
were made with increments of one degree of angle.
Further discussion with the controllers led us to
choose 5 degrees increments, which greatly improved
the situation.

Minimum Input Time
1,2
1

seconds

0,8
Paper Strips

0,6

VertiDigi

0,4
0,2

Adversely, it can be seen that the manipulation
of an actual paper Strips’ board is time consuming. In
the electronic environment, moving labels to prevent
overlap and possibly to organize traffic is done more
rapidly. We cannot tell, however, if this manipulation
can meet the needs of an ATCO and if it permits the
building and updating of a mental image as operative
as what is done with paper Strips. Some tests we did
post simulation show no impact on memory of the
traffic, and also that the most important aircraft (those
involved in conflicts) were as well recalled in paper
as in electronic environment.

0
Speed F Level Direct

Heading Heading Shoot
(Rel)
(Abs)

It is hard to draw any firm conclusion from this
table. The impression, however, is that shorter input
times are achievable with the VertiDigi interface.
Given that this was performed with only a very
limited training time and experience on this interface,
we believe that it is likely that, with sufficient
training, the ATCOs would be able to make input at a
speed at most equivalent to the speed they achieve
with paper Strips, and possibly even be quicker.

Overall, the general feeling is that input times
are in the same order of magnitude, and slightly
higher for the VertiDigi environment. This result was
further confirmed by answers to a questionnaire the
ATCO filled in at the end of the experiment. They
largely considered the interface as satisfactory in
terms of input times, and felt that the HMI easy to use
and intuitive.

The learning effect, even though on a short time
period, is worth mentioning. The chart here after
shows that, with the exception of one controller, input
times have decreased (on the average) between the
first and the last simulation. In other words, the
measured input times are still not stabilized and may
evolve further with due training and added familiarity
with the interface.

We then compared the shortest measured input
times for each type of clearance. We thought that this
could give an indication of what can be expected “at
best”. We were fortunate to notice that, in most cases,
the shortest observed input times were those made in
the electronic environment (VertiDigi), as can be
seen in the table below.

Evolution of Input Times during the
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mental vertical representation of the, just from
reading the flight level figures on the labels of the
radar image. It is likely, though, that actually seeing
the aircraft represented in the vertical plane supports
or facilitates the building of this image, and gives
them the chance to make more rapid decisions. In
arrival sectors, if no “transverse” flight is in the
descent profile of an aircraft, it is easier for a
controller to immediately give him a clearance to the
final Flight Level (the Transfer Flight Level to the
approach controllers). In short, we believe that the
vertical view helped them visualize the vertical
profiles of aircraft and that they thus gained time in
analyzing the situation. The chances are, on the other
hand, that the speed clearances increased due to the
ball train. Truly, the addition of this new
representation of the AMAN sequence certainly acted
as an incentive to try and match the time for passage
over the metering fix. And the most natural way to do
this is by issuing speed clearances (speed reductions
namely) to try and absorb the AMAN delay. This is
the only plausible explanation we found for the
increase in speed clearances.

Analysis of the types of Clearances
The first thing to mention is that, adding up all
controllers’ simulations, the overall number of
clearances is roughly equivalent in the VertiDigi
(1112) and in the paper Strips condition (1006). We
did not consider a 10% increase in the total number
of clearances significant, given natural variations in
the way controllers manage a traffic sample. Note:
the total number of clearances in VertiDigi
environment was divided by two to account for a 4-2
ratio of simulations in VertiDigi vs. Strips condition.
This means that the ATCOs have not been reluctant
to making input into the system, and we can believe
that they actually input into the system all clearances
they had verbalized on the frequency. This is good
news, knowing that when an HMI is too slow or
inadequate, controllers can control without marking
all the clearances they issue, but eventually reject the
HMI as not efficient.
We then looked at the breakdown of this total
figure into different categories of clearances. A very
surprising and interesting effect appears, for Flight
Levels and speed clearances. The number of Flight
Level clearances significantly decreases (from 414 to
267), while the number of Speed clearances is almost
doubled (from 208 to 368). This difference seems
significant, and we think it reveals a change in the
way controllers handle the traffic.

Ball Train
The expectations we had were that this new
representation would help controllers make earlier
decisions on the traffic [8] and be able to absorb the
AMAN delay more completely. In practice, two main
findings can be stated:

Number of Clearances

•

AMAN delays reduction is not significantly
affected by the use of the ball train w/r to a
standard HMI
• Clearances are not made earlier in the sector
with the use of the ball train.
Several elements can explain this finding. The
first thing to be noted is that an AMAN, in terminal
sectors, is deemed as an additional task that should be
considered only once the highest priority (ensuring
conflict avoidance) is soundly granted. And truly,
absorbing the AMAN delays is a ‘bonus’: an action
that will only serve the approach controller, in order
to smooth his workload. So it is considered as a lesser
task, and does not get all the attention from
controllers. Furthermore, the ATCOs consider that
the AMAN is sometimes misleading, giving delays
that are not coherent with the radar situation, only to
update them later, once the trajectory predictions are
re-calculated. Last, it takes some time to familiarize
with the ball train and learn to predict its behavior.
The 30 minutes’ training period was probably not
sufficient for such a new concept. All graphs will not
be given here (Flight Levels are mentioned hereafter
for an example), but we did explore the locus of
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It should be noted that this result went
unnoticed during simulations and appeared during the
data-analysis which followed the experiments. We
think that this may be the result of the vertical
representation of the traffic. Confronted with the
vertical view, most controllers declare that they have
little use of it, as they are capable of building a
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different types of clearances, and
absorption, with no tangible result.

the

by the issue of input for the time being. We can quote
numerous examples when the input of ATCOs’
decisions could be used to improve the ATC system.
Generally, any system requiring a trajectory
prediction could greatly be improved with this data.
Typically, an AMAN would give more sensible
suggestion with an informed trajectory prediction,
probably yielding better acceptance by controllers.
Similarly, no Medium Term Conflict Detection can
be efficient if it ignores what aircraft have been told
to do. Even more obvious, Data-Link could not
possibly exist without clearances being first
introduced into a computerized system, and yet this
should not be done at the expense of current working
practices. Even Short Term Conflict Avoidance may
be fine tuned to avoid some false alarms with ATCOs
intention (although this can be argued). However,
none of these improvements have been implemented
in VertiDigi, so far. Our main objective was that the
tool be able to replace the functionalities of the paper
Strips [2] [6] first and foremost.

delay
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VertiDigi is designed as an HMI (even if it may
have other advantages). We thus included animations
which serve nothing but the legibility of the interface
for the user, and may enhance error recovery. We
also provided possibility for free text input, to cope
with all unexpected or specific needs. In its current
version, the input made by the ATCOs serves them
only as a feed-back to mark the clearances in the
aircraft label (in green manuscript font). This serves
as a memory aid for the Radar Controller (like marks
on paper Strips) but also as a support for cooperation
with the Planning Controller [2] or on shift changes.

Discussion
Why so much trouble for input?
From the results mentioned above, it can be
seen that the VertiDigi interface has some potential to
address the needs of ATCOs in Terminal Sectors, and
that the user-centered design actually led to an HMI
that satisfied the operators. The question now comes:
does this really enhance the performance of the
control system as a whole, or does this only bring
elements of comfort for the operators? These are
probably two sides of the same coin: if the operator
feels comfortable with an interface, performance and
safety will be increased accordingly. It is assumed
that this is probably the soundest way to increase
performance of a system. Currently, one major
limitation of the capacity of a sector is established by
ATCOs themselves: they decide when to not accept
additional aircraft in the sector any longer. And
rightly so, as they normally account for safety
margins that cover for any unexpected, abnormal
situation that can occur. They have had difficulties in
envisaging the transition to electronic environments,
as they knew that this would be likely to degrade
their rapidity and response time, thus threatening
safety and increasing their stress.

One thing to be mentioned is that the time to
make an input is not always as important as it may
seem. Conservatively, we have not measured, for
example, the time it takes to look for a paper Strip in
the board. When a flight calls on the radio, finding its
label in the VertiDigi interface is likely to be quicker.
But the aim is not so much of making the quickest
possible input. The real objective is for the operator
to feel comfortable with the HMI. Ideally, an HMI
should become transparent, so that it serves the work
performed by the operator. For example, the initial
feeling of the ATCO using VertiDigi was that they
could not speak and input at the same time.
Reviewing the videos, however, showed that, after
the initial simulations, having acquired some
familiarity with the tool, they were, indeed, speaking
and making input at one time. And they even hardly
looked downwards at the HMI to do so: a quick
glance to adjust the gesture was soon sufficient. Their
gaze remained on the radar image. More than actual

The purpose of VertiDigi was to eliminate this
drawback in order to give the electronic environment
a chance to provide advantages that are only blocked
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input time, this gives us confidence that the tool
could be used in a real traffic context.

such aircraft, one being in practice more distant than
the slow one, was deemed as misleading. This
requires some level of interpretation which is not
intuitive or straightforward, and we fear this could
prove dangerous under degraded or high stress
conditions. We tried to keep the interface simple,
legible, simplistic, even. And we haven’t observed
any spatial confusion or any situation where an
operator was at loss to understand what was
happening in the system. One possible reason for that
is that VertiDigi provides a fixed vertical view which
is very natural in the context of descending or
climbing aircraft (typically terminal sectors). On the
air side, many trials have been made [4] to provide
such a view to the cockpit. The same has been done
for the ATCOs before, but generally with a particular
temporary view, which is strongly related to one
specific aircraft or group of conflicting aircraft. We
selected a fixed, global and permanent vertical view
to avoid cognitive workload and spatial confusion.
The fact that arrival terminal sectors have a strong
structural orientation (most aircraft are bound for the
metering fix) helped us in this respect. It is assumed
that a fixed, permanent vertical representation is more
useable to build strong, repeated, familiar
geographical references. This appeared unexpectedly
when we considered the rate of descent. A grey area
indicated, on VertiDigi, the transition above or below
the nominal 5% descent path to the metering fix.
Although just a fancy feature, this turned out to be
very appreciated and used by ATCOs: it helped them
spot at a glance the aircraft they had forgotten to
initiate the descent (they would therefore enter the
grey area) on the display.

A stand alone tool
From a system viewpoint, VertiDigi is usable as
a passive, stand alone tool, and need not to interact
with all the surrounding ATC computer systems. The
tool only requires the subscription to radar data (to be
able to draw the aircraft at the proper position in the
vertical plane) and the Flight Data Processing System
(to know what are the route and the fixes on the route
of a given aircraft). It does not, however, send any
messages outwards.
This ability to not communicate outward may be
useful: it allows the tool to be inserted inside an
existing ATC network ‘as is’. The only purpose is to
replace the current necessary functions of the paper
Strips. The communication of data acquired with this
tool (and risk of corruption of existing systems) can
thus be delayed, and examined at a later stage. This
can be done once sufficient confidence has been
gained, that the input tool is accepted by controllers
in real working conditions. This leaves room for the
implementation of all the necessary fine tuning that
can only be done in real conditions.

The choice of the vertical view
To design philosophy underlying VertiDigi is to
favor a tool that offers a good representation of the
traffic situation, rather than an elaborate treatment of
information (like MTCDs or algorithms generally
do). Such a design is generally more robust: a
representation seldom fails or is hardly bugged.
Similar to what can be found in a cockpit [3],
analogue displays seem simplistic. They have,
though, some hidden yet very valuable properties to
serve as a support for human cognition. Being more
‘reliable’ and predictable, they also tend to diminish
the stress of an operator, and even their limitations
are well accepted. The speed vectors on radar
displays are a good example: they help predict the
aircraft future position, but only as long as the
aircraft speed is constant. This is not an issue for
controllers: they know this limitation, and use the
speed vector accordingly. This is why we chose to
display the aircraft position on VertiDigi in distance
to the metering fix, not on a time scale as was often
suggested and envisaged. We think that even if a
slow aircraft is at the same distance to the fix as a
rapid aircraft, the controller can cope with this.
Adversely, displaying at the same ‘time-distance’ two
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[9] DeSenti, Christopher, Celesta Ball, Dennis Rowe,
Gretchen Jacobs, 2001, Transition Airspace
Controller Tool (TACT) Visualization Aids for Radar
Controllers,
Santa-Fe, USA , 4th ATM R&D
Seminar.

Conclusion
The combination of a touch sensitive screen and
a vertical display seems a promising way to address
the issue of input for Air Traffic Control. The
experiments conducted have demonstrated that input
times were sufficiently low for the HMI to become
‘transparent’, leaving the operators to focus on traffic
analysis. The choice of the vertical representation
seems to offer opportunities for useful operational
representations (AMAN, possibly ASAS [7]). Many
improvements are also needed to further match this
interface to the operators’ needs. The path, however,
seems credible and may deserve further
experimenting to address other necessary milestones
such as grouping/degrouping sectors, a similar tool
for the Planning Controller, incorporating future
concepts (Data Link, etc.). The ball train, in turn,
seems a less mature concept, and deserves either
modification, or a lengthier training to be accepted
and used by the controllers.

[10] Hansman, R. J., H. J. Davison, 2000, The effect
of Shared Information on Pilot/Controller and
Controller/Controller Interaction, Proceedings of the
ATM'00 seminar, Napoli, Italy
[11] Rekimoto, Jun, 1997, Pick and Drop : a direct
manipulation technique for multiple computer
environments, Banff, Canada, UIST 97.
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